
Five PhD positions 

 Section of Applied Geophysics and Petrophysics  

Delft University of Technology 

Summary 

Five positions: 

1. Seismic imaging using the Marchenko method 
2. Electromagnetic imaging using the Marchenko method 
3. Acoustic characterization of fracture network development 
4. Coherent acoustic multiple scattering imaging 
5. Wave coupling between the solid earth, oceans and atmosphere 

Profile: For each position we seek a candidate with an MSc degree in 
(preferably) geoscience, and with proven excellence in physical / mathematical 
thinking. Moreover, the candidate should be a good communicator, have a 
broad interest and learn quickly. The candidate should also possess excellent 
writing and verbal communication skills in English. 

Duration of contract: 4 years 

Salary scale:  €2125 to €2717 per month gross 

 

Section of Applied Geophysics and Petrophysics: 

PhD students, postdocs and staff at the Section of Applied Geophysics and 
Petrophysics cooperate in a collegial atmosphere in a fundamental research 
programme, directed towards developing cutting-edge acquisition, imaging, 
characterization and monitoring methodologies for resource-exploration, 
environmental and engineering applications.  

PhD students are stimulated to present their research at international 
conferences, to publish in high-ranked scientific journals and to form an 
international professional network. Graduates of the section find employment 
in the geophysical industry and in the academic world. 

Details about the five PhD positions are given on the following pages.  

http://www.citg.tudelft.nl/en/about-faculty/departments/geoscience-engineering/sections/applied-geophysics-petrophysics/
http://www.citg.tudelft.nl/en/about-faculty/departments/geoscience-engineering/sections/applied-geophysics-petrophysics/


Positions 1 and 2: Seismic / electromagnetic imaging using the 

Marchenko method 

Seismic and electromagnetic imaging is usually based on the assumption that 

the seismic response consists of primary reflections only. Multiple reflections, 

i.e. waves that have reflected more than once, are treated as primaries and are 

imaged at wrong positions. The Section of Applied Geophysics and Petrophysics 

is pioneering a revolutionary method (the so-called Marchenko imaging 

method) to map internal multiple reflections to their correct reflection points, 

see also this physics spotlight article: http://physics.aps.org/articles/v6/21. This 

method promises to yield much clearer and more reliable images of the Earth’s 

subsurface at a wide range of scales. Applications are foreseen in reservoir 

imaging and monitoring, deep earth imaging, imaging for environmental and 

engineering applications, and ultrasonic imaging of construction materials. The 

two available PhD positions are financed by the Dutch Science Foundation 

(STW), and the project will be executed in close cooperation with an industrial 

user-committee, consisting of representatives from the oil- and gasindustry, as 

well as environmental and engineering research institutes. Both projects will 

have fundamental as well as applied aspects.    PhD student 1 will work on the 

development of seismic Marchenko imaging, investigate the extension to full 

elastodynamic Marchenko imaging, and develop applications for seismic 

imaging and monitoring of processes like oil-water replacement, CO2 

sequestration, etc. PhD student 2 will  develop electromagnetic Marchenko 

imaging, extend the method to account for losses, and develop applications for 

groundpenetrating-radar imaging and monitoring of groundwater flow in 

aquifers, crack formation in road pavements and embankments, etc. 

For more information about position 1 (seismic Marchenko imaging), please 

contact Kees Wapenaar (c.p.a.wapenaar@tudelft.nl). More information about 

position 2 can be obtained from Evert Slob (e.c.slob@tudelft.nl).  The research 

of the section on Marchenko imaging can be found here. 

To apply, please e-mail (to one of the addresses above) a detailed CV, a 

motivation letter, a list of publications and names of three references. 

  

http://physics.aps.org/articles/v6/21
mailto:c.p.a.wapenaar@tudelft.nl
mailto:e.c.slob@tudelft.nl
http://geodus1.ta.tudelft.nl/PrivatePages/C.P.A.Wapenaar/BeyondInterferometry/index3.htm


Position 3: Acoustic characterization of fracture network 
development 

This PhD project comprises a combination of fracture experiments in the 

laboratory, acoustic measurements and numerical modelling. The aim is to 

systematically characterise the changes in acoustic properties of rocks during 

the development of fracture networks. The experiments are combined with 

numerical modelling of wave propagation through fractured lithologies to 

determine which features of the formation of the fracture network can be 

characterised with acoustic measurements. The results of the PhD study will 

give insight in how seismic wavefields are affected by a developing fracture 

network. Moreover, the results can be used to characterise the properties of 

fractured reservoir rocks using acoustic measurements in boreholes. Improved 

knowledge of the characteristics of these fracture networks in the field will 

ensure better prediction of hydrocarbon production volumes, of hydraulic 

fracturing processes in e.g. tight gas, shale gas or deep geothermal potential 

exploration. The research may also help improving the knowledge of induced 

seismicity in e.g. actively producing fields. 

The PhD research will involve laboratory experiments, visualisation of fracture 

geometries using state-of-the-art micro X-ray tomography techniques, detailed 

analyses of acoustic measurements and numerical modelling of wave 

propagation. The PhD student will collaborate actively with other researchers 

within the Applied Geophysics section and a collaboration with researchers at 

ETH-Zürich is planned within the PhD project.  

For more information about this position, please contact Auke Barnhoorn 

(auke.barnhoorn@tudelft.nl). The research of the section on fracture network 

development can be found here or here. 

To apply, please e-mail a detailed CV, a motivation letter, a list of publications 

and names of three references. 

  

mailto:auke.barnhoorn@tudelft.nl
http://www.citg.tudelft.nl/en/about-faculty/departments/geoscience-engineering/sections/applied-geophysics-petrophysics/staff/academic-staff/dr-a-barnhoorn/
http://www.citg.tudelft.nl/en/about-faculty/departments/geoscience-engineering/sections/applied-geophysics-petrophysics/research/


Position 4: Coherent acoustic multiple scattering imaging  

A wave propagating through a highly scattering medium loses its coherence 

after several wavelengths of propagation. Random multiple scattering destroys 

the ballistic wave and causes the transmitted wave to be weak and incoherent. 

Recent developments in optics are directed towards designing incident waves 

that propagate along complex paths (also called ‘open channels’), optimally 

profiting of coherent multiple scattering. These complex incident waves 

propagate with almost no transmission loss through the scattering medium. 

The PhD student will investigate the possibilities of coherent multiple 

scattering for acoustic imaging. The research will concern in particular the 

optimum use of time-dependent acoustic signals (versus nearly monochromatic 

signals in optics), and the issue of employing reflection vs. transmission 

measurements. He or she will seek to understand the link with the Marchenko 

imaging method (positions 1 and 2), which also deals with multiple scattering, 

but in a very different way and in the context of geophysical imaging. The 

student will investigate whether a combination of both methodologies may 

lead to improvements of the obtainable accuracy and resolution of the final 

image. The results will be tested on numerically modeled data and on data 

measured in the WaveLab laboratory at ETH Zürich (funds are reserved to 

spend two months per year at ETHZ). Applications of coherent acoustic 

multiple scattering imaging to ultrasonic and geophysical reflection and 

transmission data are envisaged: we expect that this research will have 

important implications for imaging/monitoring in highly scattering 

environments, such as volcanoes and subsurface saltdomes.  

 

This position is part of an EU Marie-Curie Innovative Training Network, entitled 

WAVES: http://hestia.lgs.jussieu.fr/~boschil/waves.html.  

For more information about this specific position, please contact Kees 

Wapenaar (c.p.a.wapenaar@tudelft.nl). 

 

To apply, please e-mail a detailed CV, a motivation letter, a list of publications 

and names of three references. 

  

http://hestia.lgs.jussieu.fr/~boschil/waves.html
mailto:c.p.a.wapenaar@tudelft.nl


Position 5: Wave coupling between the solid earth, oceans and 
atmosphere 

The solid earth, oceans and atmosphere are coupled through low-frequency 

seismo-acoustic waves. It has been shown recently how elastic waves from an 

underwater earthquake can generate airborne acoustic signals (infrasound) 

through evanescent wave coupling between the ocean and atmosphere. The 

water-air interface becomes anomalously transparent if the water depth of the 

acoustic source is less than a wavelength. As such, sources like underwater 

earthquakes and volcanoes leave an airborne acoustic signature, which can be 

measured by the global infrasound network. The PhD student will perform an 

in-depth analysis of this newly discovered phenomenon and investigate how it 

can contribute to the ambient atmospheric noise field, which in turn can be 

used to probe the (upper) atmosphere with interferometric techniques.  

The upper atmosphere, higher than 30 km, lacks in-situ observations of basic 

characteristics, while the importance of processes in the stratosphere (15-50 

km altitude) has been recognized in weather and climate modeling. An example 

is a Sudden Stratospheric Warming, occurring yearly, which encompasses a 

drastic temperature change of tens of degrees in only a few days. Infrasonic 

waves, as those appearing through evanescent wave coupling, can resolve the 

stratospheric wind and temperature structure through interferometric 

techniques. The spatial and temporal resolution will be much higher than 

satellite observations, which only measure temperature. 

We expect this project to give new insights in underwater geophysical 

processes and events and assess the potential of such sources in resolving the 

upper atmospheric wind and temperature structure. 

This position is part of an EU Marie-Curie Innovative Training Network, entitled 

WAVES: http://hestia.lgs.jussieu.fr/~boschil/waves.html.  

For more information about this specific position, please contact Läslo Evers 

(l.g.evers@tudelft.nl).   

 

To apply, please e-mail a detailed CV, a motivation letter, a list of publications 

and names of three references. 

http://hestia.lgs.jussieu.fr/~boschil/waves.html
mailto:l.g.evers@tudelft.nl

